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TinyReminder (formerly Remainder) Free Download For PC 2022

TinyReminder is a simple, straightforward and lightweight software solution that allows you to create reminders to be displayed
on your desktop. No installation necessary It is important to mention that this program does not require to be installed, thus it
does not create registry entries in your system and you can just run the executable file from any drive, either fixed or portable.
Colorful notifications The application sports a clean and intuitive interface that allows you to set up the notifications as you like.
TinyReminder enables you to specify the title of the reminder window and customize the message that should be displayed on
the pop-up notification. Furthermore, this tool provides you with the possibility to choose the colors of the displayed message to
be randomly changed each time. You can also specify the time interval of the reminder notification and select from seconds,
minutes or hours, as well as choose to be reminded only once. The notification window of TinyReminder displays the text
message you specified, the number of the reminder and the time until the next reminder is displayed. Additionally, with each
notification window there is an acoustic alarm played, so you can know that the message is displayed even if you are away from
the computer. This utility also offers you the possibility to explore various information about your computer, such as the Java
versions installed, operating system and the default language. Conclusion To sum things up, TinyReminder, with its sleek and
clear-cut interface, proves to be a reliable software tool for those who want to stay up to date with appointments or track their to-
do lists. TinyReminder (formerly Remainder) Cracked Version Installation: - Double click on the TinyReminder-32bit.exe file
to start the installer - Go through the installation wizard - Choose default installation path and click "Finish" - An icon named
Reminder will appear on your desktop - It is important to know that the Reminder icon can be removed if you wish.
TinyReminder (formerly Remainder) Notes: - You do not need to install the Reminder application - Once the application is
removed, all the data (reminders, notes and preferences) will be deleted - You can create as many reminders as you wish to and
manage them all easily - Updates are automatically applied - The program will now run automatically every time you turn on
your computer TinyReminder (formerly Remainder) Requirements: - Windows - Java 7 or higher (Java 6 is not supported)

TinyReminder (formerly Remainder) 

TinyReminder is a simple, straightforward and lightweight software solution that allows you to create reminders to be displayed
on your desktop. No installation necessary It is important to mention that this program does not require to be installed, thus it
does not create registry entries in your system and you can just run the executable file from any drive, either fixed or portable.
Colorful notifications The application sports a clean and intuitive interface that allows you to set up the notifications as you like.
TinyReminder enables you to specify the title of the reminder window and customize the message that should be displayed on
the pop-up notification. Furthermore, this tool provides you with the possibility to choose the colors of the displayed message to
be randomly changed each time. You can also specify the time interval of the reminder notification and select from seconds,
minutes or hours, as well as choose to be reminded only once. The notification window of TinyReminder displays the text
message you specified, the number of the reminder and the time until the next reminder is displayed. Additionally, with each
notification window there is an acoustic alarm played, so you can know that the message is displayed even if you are away from
the computer. This utility also offers you the possibility to explore various information about your computer, such as the Java
versions installed, operating system and the default language. Conclusion To sum things up, TinyReminder, with its sleek and
clear-cut interface, proves to be a reliable software tool for those who want to stay up to date with appointments or track their to-
do lists. Be the first to leave a review Questions and answers (23 votes) Mindscape has released TinyReminder 2.0 in the last
week of February 2015. The new version is a huge improvement over the original TinyReminder with its redesigned user
interface. Moreover, the new version sports the following new features: Create reminders with the help of scheduled tasks
Ensure timely notifications of your reminders Configure reminders with more options Support multiple reminders Configure
reminders with more options All tasks are highlighted, regardless of the position in the task list You can configure the
application to wake you up and let you know when a reminder is due Configure reminders with more options The application
now includes a feature that allows you to create scheduled tasks that can be configured to remind you a specified time prior to
the scheduled time. Thus, whenever this programmed task runs 6a5afdab4c
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TinyReminder is a simple, straightforward and lightweight software solution that allows you to create reminders to be displayed
on your desktop. No installation necessary It is important to mention that this program does not require to be installed, thus it
does not create registry entries in your system and you can just run the executable file from any drive, either fixed or portable.
Colorful notifications The application sports a clean and intuitive interface that allows you to set up the notifications as you like.
TinyReminder enables you to specify the title of the reminder window and customize the message that should be displayed on
the pop-up notification. Furthermore, this tool provides you with the possibility to choose the colors of the displayed message to
be randomly changed each time. You can also specify the time interval of the reminder notification and select from seconds,
minutes or hours, as well as choose to be reminded only once. The notification window of TinyReminder displays the text
message you specified, the number of the reminder and the time until the next reminder is displayed. Additionally, with each
notification window there is an acoustic alarm played, so you can know that the message is displayed even if you are away from
the computer. This utility also offers you the possibility to explore various information about your computer, such as the Java
versions installed, operating system and the default language. Full description TinyReminder is a simple, straightforward and
lightweight software solution that allows you to create reminders to be displayed on your desktop. No installation necessary It is
important to mention that this program does not require to be installed, thus it does not create registry entries in your system and
you can just run the executable file from any drive, either fixed or portable. Colorful notifications The application sports a clean
and intuitive interface that allows you to set up the notifications as you like. TinyReminder enables you to specify the title of the
reminder window and customize the message that should be displayed on the pop-up notification. Furthermore, this tool
provides you with the possibility to choose the colors of the displayed message to be randomly changed each time. You can also
specify the time interval of the reminder notification and select from seconds, minutes or hours, as well as choose to be
reminded only once. The notification window of TinyReminder displays the text message you specified, the number of the
reminder and the time until the next reminder is displayed. Additionally, with each notification window there is an acoustic
alarm played,

What's New In TinyReminder (formerly Remainder)?

- Provides simple reminders on your desktop - No installation necessary - Requires no additional software - If an error occurs,
the program closes automatically - User can set reminders to be displayed on the desktop - Allows you to specify the title of the
reminder window and customize the message that should be displayed on the pop-up notification - Optionally plays an acoustic
alarm - Allows you to explore various information about your computer Requirements: - Microsoft Windows 7, Vista, XP or
2000 or newer, and a sound card. Similar software: Any Soft Reminder, Total Reminder TinyReminder is a simple,
straightforward and lightweight software solution that allows you to create reminders to be displayed on your desktop. No
installation necessary It is important to mention that this program does not require to be installed, thus it does not create registry
entries in your system and you can just run the executable file from any drive, either fixed or portable. Colorful notifications
The application sports a clean and intuitive interface that allows you to set up the notifications as you like. TinyReminder
enables you to specify the title of the reminder window and customize the message that should be displayed on the pop-up
notification. Furthermore, this tool provides you with the possibility to choose the colors of the displayed message to be
randomly changed each time. You can also specify the time interval of the reminder notification and select from seconds,
minutes or hours, as well as choose to be reminded only once. The notification window of TinyReminder displays the text
message you specified, the number of the reminder and the time until the next reminder is displayed. Additionally, with each
notification window there is an acoustic alarm played, so you can know that the message is displayed even if you are away from
the computer. This utility also offers you the possibility to explore various information about your computer, such as the Java
versions installed, operating system and the default language. Conclusion To sum things up, TinyReminder, with its sleek and
clear-cut interface, proves to be a reliable software tool for those who want to stay up to date with appointments or track their to-
do lists. TinyReminder (formerly Remainder) Description: - Provides simple reminders on your desktop - No installation
necessary - Requires no additional software - If an error occurs, the program closes automatically - User can set reminders to be
displayed on the desktop - Allows you to specify the title of the reminder window and customize
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System Requirements For TinyReminder (formerly Remainder):

Windows 7 and Windows 8.1 Mac OS X 10.10 and later Minimum: OS: Windows 7 SP1 or Windows 8.1 CPU: 2 GHz or
greater RAM: 3 GB or greater HDD: 40 GB or greater Video Card: 512MB or greater Recommended: OS: Windows 10 CPU: 3
GHz or greater RAM: 4 GB or greater Video Card: 1GB or greater Special
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